BBA Disaster Relief Training Opportunities

RALLY CRY TO ALL BRADLEY BAPTISTS: “LETS BE READY”...
READY TO RESPOND & SHARE THE LOVE OF CHRIST LOCALLY & NATIONALLY TO HURTING PEOPLE WHEN DISASTER RELATED STORMS STRIKE

Missions through Disaster Relief

Saturday, March 7, 2015
@ Westwood Baptist Church
4001 Georgetown Road NW, Cleveland, TN

To pre-register contact the associational office at (423) 476-5493 or email drregister@bradleybaptist.org. Cost is $36 which covers the registration cost for three years, new photo ID badge, and background check. It also covers the cost of any future specialized training courses a volunteer wants to take. There is no cost for any training courses if your ID badge is still current. There will be a new hat and a special Disaster Relief members pin given to those involved. This is the credentialing process that TBC and other states have initiated in accordance with Homeland Security.

- 8:30 AM-9:00 AM: Registration (Registration will reopen at 10 AM for those arriving mid-morning)
- 9:00 AM-12:00 PM: Introduction to Disaster Relief (Required for becoming a DR Volunteer)
- 9:00 AM-12:00 PM: Spiritual Preparation/Evangelism (3 hour class)
- 10:30 AM-12:00 PM: Chainsaw Operation & Safety (classroom)
- 10:30 AM-12:00 PM: Flood Recovery
- 10:30 AM-12:00 PM: Rebuild
- 10:30 AM-12:00 PM: Shower/Laundry
- 12:00 PM-12:30 PM: Lunch - $5/person (Chick-fil-A)
- 12:30 PM-2:00 PM: Recertification/Intro to DR (For existing DR volunteers w/expired ID)
- 12:30 PM-2:00 PM: Chainsaw Operation & Safety (classroom) (repeat)
- 12:30 PM-2:00 PM: Flood Recovery (repeat)
- 12:30 PM-2:00 PM: Rebuild (repeat)
- 12:30 PM-2:00 PM: Shower/Laundry (repeat)

IMPORTANT: TENNESSEE DR TRAINING FACTS/CITERIA

- All volunteers must be 18 years old to serve.
- All volunteers must be a member of a cooperating Tennessee Southern Baptist church.
- We ask that you please take specialized classroom training after you have taken the prerequisite course of “Introduction to Southern Baptist Disaster Relief.” Disaster Relief credentials and the yellow hat/visor will be given after “Introduction to Southern Baptist Disaster Relief” and specialized classes have been taken.